Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration Data Marts and Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management Data Marts enable end users to analyze the data stored in Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration and Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management solutions.

**Overview**

The data in Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration and Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management are converted into the Data Marts in Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration Data Marts and Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management Data Marts using special extraction software.

**Key Features**

- Selections for mandatory reports
- Analysis of the healthcare costs
- Compilation of benchmark information for healthcare providers
- Analysis of the profitability of products
- Analysis of the member population and its development

**Key Benefits**

- Gain insight into product utilization and future payments of claims
- Seamless integration with Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management and Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration

Figure 1: Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration Data Marts and Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management Data Marts. On top of those Data Marts, it is possible to use OBI EE to present and analyze data.
Oracle Health Insurance Policy Administration Data Marts

Insured Members: This Data Mart contains policy information used to analyze the customer database in detail. Among other things, analyses can illustrate the distribution of the purchased products across member age categories.

Entry and Termination: This Data Mart contains information about new and canceled policies. For example, the information can be used to analyze member migration behavior based on which the decision can be made to adjust the sales strategy.

Premiums: This Data Mart contains information about the premiums charged to the policyholders. For example, when combined with the Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management Data Marts, profitability analyses can be conducted for products and group contracts.

Oracle Health Insurance Claims Management Data Marts

Claim Lines: This Data Mart contains information about claims that have been settled. The information can be used, as an example, for conducting analyses in order to control healthcare costs and determine the profitability of products.

Rejected Claim Lines: This Data Mart contains information about claim lines that have been (partly) rejected. The information can be used, as an example, for conducting analyses in order to identify the reasons for rejection.

Procedure Authorization: This Data Mart contains information about authorizations. A link can also be created with the corresponding claim information.

Claims in Progress: This Data Mart contains information about the claims in progress with the provider. This information can be used to gain insight into the future payments for claims.

CONTACT US
For more information about Oracle Insurance, visit oracle.com/insurance or call +1.800.735.6620 to speak to an Oracle representative.
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